June 28, 2017 RECOMMENDATIONS (DISCUSSION AGENDA)

RECOMMENDATIONS PRESENTED AT 6/7 CIC MEETING NEEDING FURTHER DISCUSSION

OWG 3-12: Education:
(reviewed & supported by Jean Bartels and Robert Smith):

ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION:

1. Recommends that an individual at each campus be assigned the responsibility of edTPA coordinator to support programs/faculty and candidates with edTPA processes:

To ensure continued support for candidates and faculty with edTPA on each campus, an edTPA coordinator is needed at each campus.

Returned by CIC to OWG for rewording.

REVISED RECOMMENDATION:

1. Recommends that coordination of the edTPA process be provided on each campus.

To ensure continuing edTPA-related support for candidates and faculty, coordination is needed on each campus.

ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION:

2. Recommends that the edTPA coordinators at each campus collaborate with program faculty during 2017/2018 to consolidate processes, policies, documents, and forms for edTPA that will be used in 2018/2019:

Since program involvement is needed to consolidate edTPA processes, the individuals assigned the responsibility of edTPA coordinator at each institution can collaborate with program faculty during 2017 – 2018 to develop common policies, documents and forms that will be used beginning fall 2018.

Returned by CIC to OWG for rewording.

REVISED RECOMMENDATION:

2. Recommends that the consolidation of edTPA processes, policies, documents, and forms be coordinated and involve faculty from each campus during AY 2017-2018 in preparation for implementation in AY 2018-2019:

Faculty involvement and coordination across the campuses is needed to develop common edTPA processes, policies, documents, and forms.
3. **Recommends that staff members are located on each campus to support and facilitate field and clinical experiences, candidate advising, and certification processes:**

In order to serve and support candidates, all educator preparation programs, and faculty on each campus and regional P-12 partners, staff are needed on each campus to support and facilitate field and clinical experiences, candidate advising, and certification processes.

*Returned by CIC to OWG for rewording.*

**REVISED RECOMMENDATION:**

3. **Recommends that support and facilitation be provided for field and clinical experiences, candidate advising, and certification processes on each campus:**

   Campus-based support and facilitation of field and clinical experiences, candidate advising, and certification processes are needed to serve candidates, all educator preparation programs, faculty, and regional P-12 partners.

**OWG 6-2: Tutoring and Testing: (reviewed & supported by Diane Cone and Becky daCruz):**

**ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION:**

1. **Recommends developing a testing fee structure for all campuses to ensure testing services continue to be provided, at a minimum, as cost neutral for each respective location:**

   Testing services are needed, in some capacity, at all three locations. The Armstrong and Statesboro main campus are the primary testing locations because of the facilities they have, while the Liberty campus provides limited testing due to space constraints. Each location incurs costs specific to their location and is receipts-funded, thus testing fees must allow each location to cover their expenses in order to remain open.

*Returned by CIC for clarification of Board of Regents requirements related to the process for approval for fees.*

**REVISED RECOMMENDATION:**

1. **Recommends, in accordance with Board of Regents Policy, the development of a testing fee structure for all campuses to ensure testing services continue to be provided, at a minimum, as cost neutral for each respective location:**

   Testing services are needed, in some capacity, at all three locations. The Armstrong and Statesboro main campus are the primary testing locations because of the facilities they have, while the Liberty campus provides limited testing due to space constraints. Each location incurs costs specific to their location and is receipts-funded, thus testing fees must allow each location to cover their expenses in order to remain open.